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We propose a new method for measuring velocities of atoms or molecules in a gas phase based on time
resolved laser experiments. Two intensity gratings of electromagnetic field with variable time delay τ are created
by interfering of four laser pulses. Using first order perturbation theory we show that such arrangement can be
used for measuring particle velocities, which have an optical transition to a long living excited state. It is shown
that the optical Ramsey oscillations obtain a characteristic modulation that reflects the distribution of velocities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Precise characterization of particle velocities in beams is
crucial for minimizing the uncertainty in measurements of
fundamental physical quantities and in basic chemistry, e. g.
in determination of polarizabilities, dipole moments, in reac-
tivity studies and in deflection experiments [1]. The most
common methods for determining the particle velocities in
gas phase are Doppler velocimetry [2], time-of-flight (TOF)
method [3], laser induced fluorescence [4] and determining
of the Doppler shift in absorption lines [5]. However to reach
a high accuracy in velocity measurements is still a challeng-
ing task. Several methods with accuracy better than 1% have
been developed: mechanical velocity selectors [6] , TOF with
extraordinary precise measurements of the arrival time distri-
bution of particles [7], atom interferometry on nanogratings
[8] and devoted nanogratings-based phase choppers [9].

Few optical methods for velocity measurements based on
the interaction of a gas with light intensity gratings were im-
plemented. The main advantage of the optical methods is that
they are non intrusive and can offer the spatial information
about the velocity distribution. On the other hand these meth-
ods are based on coherent effect such as photon echo [10], or
on nonlinear effects such as four wave mixing [11], coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering [12] or on creating a thermal
grating [13] or on photo thermal deflection [14], so high
laser intensities are required.

Usage of standard Ramsey interferometry [15, 16] for char-
acterizing velocities in an atomic fountain is described in
[17], the transient times (velocitites) are extracted indirectly
from the Fourier transform of the Ramsey signal measured as
a function of precisely varyied frequency.

In this work we propose a new method based on observation
of time modulation of amplitudes of optical Ramsey fringes .
We suggest direct measurement of Ramsey fringes as a func-
tion of time between two incident intensity gratings created
by interference of four ultrashort laser pulses. Our method
can offer interferometric accuracy, depending on how the time
delay between the pulses can be controlled.

Optical Ramsey fringes in time resolved pump and probe
experiments are observed as fast oscillations of the popula-
tion of excited states, which varies as cos(ωlgτ), where ωlg is
frequency of transition between ground g and excited l states

and τ is the time delay between the pump and probe pulses,
which need to be phase-locked [18–21]. Our method is based
on introducing pump and probe gratings, which are created at
the crossing of two laser beams, see Fig. 1. Each laser beam
contains a pair of laser pulses with precisely controllable time
delay τ . The first pulses create a pump grating with spatial in-
tensity profile due to interference, while the second pulses cre-
ate probe grating. If we introduce an atomic/molecular beam
in the x direction, its velocity can be monitored by changes
in the modulation of the amplitude of the Ramsey fringes os-
cillations as the function of the time delay between the pump
and probe gratings.

The method can be applied to any system that has a long
living excited level which can be coupled to the ground state
by the laser. Suitable systems can be for example a dilute gas
of atoms and the laser transition can be to Rydberg levels with
subsequent detection by selective field ionization [22–25], or
molecular systems with state detection by laser induced flu-
orescence, or by photoionization [26, 27]. We estimate that
the accuracy of the determination of the mean velocity can be
very precise and the width of the velocity distribution can be
determined from the expected signal as well.

II. THEORY

The electromagnetic field created by the interference of two
Gaussian laser pulses, which cross under angle θ , can be de-
scribed by following vectors

E⃗1(⃗r, t) = E0e−αt2
cos(ωt − k⃗1 · r⃗)⃗ez,

E⃗2(⃗r, t) = E0e−αt2
cos(ωt − k⃗2 · r⃗)⃗ez. (1)

with wavenumbers defined as,

k⃗1 = −kx⃗ex + ky⃗ey =
2π
λ

(
−sin(

θ
2
)⃗ex + cos(

θ
2
)⃗ey

)
,

k⃗2 = kx⃗ex + ky⃗ey =
2π
λ

(
sin(

θ
2
)⃗ex + cos(

θ
2
)⃗ey

)
. (2)

E0 is the amplitude of the field, α is the parameter that deter-
mines the laser pulse duration, ω is the laser frequency corre-
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Scheme of the setup proposed for the double
grating experiment. The core of the experiment is variation of the
Michelson interferometer, which is commonly used in the femtosec-
ond interferometry. R stands for retrorefractor, M for mirror and BS
for beam splitter. After the BS there are two outgoing beams, each of
them contains pair of pulses with controllable delays τ , resp. τ+π/ω
(the phaseshift is caused by the fact that beam, which comes out in
the direction towards laser, is reflected once more than the second
beam). The delay between pulse pairs coming from the different
arms of the interferometer can be precisely set to ∆T=0 by changing
the length of the optical path by using a transitional stage. The beams
cross under angle θ and create two intesity gratings: pump grating
and probe grating at time τ . Due to the phaseshift π/ω the second
(probe) grating is space shifted. The velocity component along the x
direction can be monitored by this setup.

sponding to the wavelength λ . The first crossed pulses result
in creation of the following field profile

E⃗G1(t) = E⃗1 + E⃗2 = 2E0e−αt2
cos(ωt − kyy)cos(kxx)⃗ez. (3)

The spatial dependence of the envelope Gaussian function
is neglected. This approximation is valid for pulses which
are spatially longer than the characteristic dimensions of the
investigated region. Regarding the setup proposed in Fig. 1 we
see that the pulses in the second pair, which create the probe
grating, are phase shifted by π due to the different number of
reflections in the Michelson interferometer. The field of the
probe grating E⃗G2(t − τ) is then described by

E⃗G2(t − τ) = E0e−α(t−τ)2
sin(ω(t − τ)− kyy)sinkxx⃗ez. (4)

The grating constant Λ = λ/(2sinθ/2) is identical for both
field profiles E⃗G1 and E⃗G2.

In the next step we consider an atom moving linearly in
the x direction with velocity v and position x(t) = x0 + vt.
If we introduce the dipole approximation, when the electric
field at the position of an atomic core or a center of mass of a
molecule can be considered to be the same for the whole elec-
tronic wavefunction and when the particle travels a distance

x(t) < Λ during the duration of the laser pulse, the Hamilto-
nian can be described as

Ĥ = Ĥ0 +Ŵ (t,x(t)) , (5)

Ŵ (t,x(t)) = e0⃗r ·
(

E⃗G1(t,x(0))+ E⃗G2(t − τ,x(τ))
)
, (6)

where Ŵ (t,x(t)) is the perturbation, e0 is the charge of elec-
tron.

Within first order time dependent perturbation theory, the
probability amplitude of an excited level l, coupled from the
ground state g by the laser field of eq. (5) can be written as,

al(t) =− i
h̄

∫ ∞

−∞

∫
ψ∗

l Ŵ (t)ψgeiωlgt d⃗rdt, (7)

where ωlg =
1
h̄
(El −Eg). (8)

Introducing dipole coupling element Ωlg

Ωlg =
∫

e0ψ∗(0)
l r⃗ψ0

g d⃗r (9)

and taking into account that the trigonometric functions
coskxx0, sinkx(x0 + vτ), cos(ωt − kyy), sin [ω(t − τ)− kyy]
only slightly vary over the region contributing to the integral
of Eq. (9), the amplitude can be written as

al(τ)∼=− i
h̄

E0Ωlg

∫ ∞

−∞
(e−αt2

cos(ωt − kyy)coskxx0−

− e−α(t−τ)2
sin(ω(t − τ)− kyy)sinkx(x0 + vτ))eiωlgtdt ∼=

∼=− i
h̄

E0Ωlg

√
π
α

eikyye−
(ωlg−ω)2

4α ·

(coskxx0 − isinkx(x0 + vτ))eiωlgτ , (10)

and the probability of excitation as

P(τ,x0,v) =
π

h̄2α
Ω2

lgE2
0 e−

(ωlg−ω)2

2α ·[
cos2 kxx0 + sin2 kx(x0 + vτ)−
−2coskxx0 sinkx(x0 + vτ)sinωlgτ

]
. (11)

This expression describes the probability of excitation of a
single particle with starting position x0, moving with velocity
v as a function of the time delay between pump and probe
gratings τ . In the next section we will discuss its variation for
cases of ensembles of particles with heterogeneous velocities.

III. APPLICATIONS

A. Beam with Gaussian velocity distribution

In order to study the effect on the Ramsey fringes pattern of
a given velocity distribution we chose, as a first step, a Gaus-
sian distribution with parameters: a mean velocity v0, a width
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of distribution parameter σ and a proportional constant K,

f (v) = Ke−
(v−v0)

2

2σ2 . (12)

Then the total probability of excitation is given by the solu-
tion of

Pall(τ,x0) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f (v)P(τ,x0,v)dv , (13)

which equals

Pall(τ,x0) =
π

h̄2α
Ω2

lgE2
0 K

√
2πσe−

(ωlg−ω)2

2α ·[1
2
+ cos2 kxx0 −

1
2

e−2(σkxτ)2
cos2kx(x0 + v0τ)−

−2e−
(σkxτ)2

2 coskxx0 sinωlgτ sinkx(x0 + v0τ)
]
.

(14)

This function is plotted in the upper part of Fig. 2 for case
θ=20◦, λ=830 nm, ωlg is fully resonant with λ , α=1026 s−2

corresponds to 150 fs long pulse, K=1, σ=100 ms−1,
v0=1000 ms−1.

In the common pump and probe Ramsey interferometry the
population of the excited state oscillates as (1+cosωlgτ) [24].
Interferometry using intensity gratings and the movement of
particles add new phenomena.

We first consider the effect of the spatial gratings. For
static particles (v0 = 0), we would get oscillating term (1−
sin2kxx0 sinωlgτ) from eq. 11. The term sinωlgτ describes
the Ramsey oscillations and it is completely analogous to
cosωlgτ from common Ramsey interferometry. The change of
the harmonic function type is caused by the phaseshift due to
the different number of reflections in the interferometer arms.
The modulation given by term sin2kxx0 reflects the more and
the less effective spatial regions of x0, where atoms are ex-
cited. It oscillates with a period which is half of the pump and
probe grating period and the maxima positions correspond to
regions, where pump and probe gratings have the same inten-
sity.

Secondly, the effect of atomic motion becomes interesting,
when the term v0τ reaches the value of the grating constant
Λ. For thermal velocities it happens for τ in the order of hun-
dreds of ps or several ns. As the final state of a moving atom
depends on starting position x0, atom velocity v and pump-
probe delay τ , an atom with its initial position in the maxi-
mum of the pump grating will be excited with much higher
probability than the atoms located in the grating minima. The
deexcitation probability of the moving excited atom depends
not only on the time delay τ , but also on its position, when the
probe grating is applied. On the other hand the atoms, which
were not excited by the pump grating, can be excited by the
probe grating, if they are in a right place.

Thirdly, the width of distribution σ of velocities contributes
to the exponential damping of the Ramsey oscillations. The
wider distribution, the faster damping.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Upper panel. Map of amplitudes of Ram-
sey fringes oscillations as function of time delay between gratings
τ and position x0. The Gaussian distribution of velocities (eq. 12)
was considered. It shows results of function (14) with parameters:
θ=20◦, α=1026 s−2, K=1, σ=100 ms−1, v0=1000 ms−1. The dark
red color corresponds to the regions, where the Ramsey fringes have
the highest amplitudes. The tilt of the regions is caused by the in-
terplay between the atom movement and the arriving of the probe
grating. The smearing of the signal for longer τ is caused by the
fact that atoms have different velocities, the broader the distribution
the faster smearing. Lower panel. Expected signal (corresponding to
number of atoms in the excited level) according to eq. 15. The red
thick curves are signal envelopes. The inner oscillations are result
of sampling frequency, the real oscillations are faster with frequency
ωlg.

Common detector systems do not have micrometer spatial
resolution for particle detection. For instance, in selective
field ionization technique the characteristic dimensions of the
cone determining the resolution volume is in the order of few
mm. The measured signal then corresponds to the integration
over the broad region (−X ,X) of x0 and terms oscillating with
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x0 are averaged to zero

Signal(τ,v) ∝
∫ X
−X P(τ,x0)dx0

∝ (1− e−
(σkxτ)2

2 sinkxv0τ sinωlgτ) . (15)

The simulated signal is displayed in the lower panel of Fig.
2. It shows fast Ramsey oscillations, sinωlgτ , with slower
modulation given by term sinkxv0τ . From this modulation
the mean velocity v0 of particles can be deduced. The other
two variables in this term are precisely controlled in the ex-
periment: τ via delay line in the interferometer and kx by the
angle between the crossing beams θ .

The mean velocity can be determined from the position of
the signal nodes, when

kxvτ = Nπ, N = 1,2,3... (16)

and the width of distribution from the damping of the signal.

B. Thermal beam

In the next step we consider Ramsey fringes signal for a
thermal beam with broad velocity distribution corresponding
to a beam that is created from evaporating metal heated up
to the temperature T in an oven with a narrow long output
channel. We approximate the velocity distribution in the x
direction by

f (v) =

√( m
2πkT

)3
4πv2e−

mv2
2kT , (17)

where m is mass of an atom/molecule and k is the Boltzmann
constant.

In figure 3, the thermal velocity distribution, eq. 17 and
the corresponding probability signal are shown for lithium
atoms at 600 K. Notice that expected oscillations in signal are
damped quite fastly, but the first node is still apparent.

The position of the first node is strongly dependent on the
temperature of the particles, see fig. 4. The position of the
node, which was read from the signal in the lower part of the
figure 3, is highlighted by the white color. The phenomenon
of the strong shift of the signal nodes with a particle main
velocity can be used in a realization of an optical thermometer.

The double transient grating method can have a potential
for characterizing of motion of cold atoms and molecules as
well. It can represent an alternative to current optical methods
for velocimetry of cold particles such as transient four-wave
mixing [28], Bragg diffraction [29], velocimetry by electro-
magnetically induced transparency [30] or by recoil-induced
resonances [31] . The main advantage of the double transient
grating method is that it is very local and it can precisely ad-
dress specific states in dependence on a selected wavelength.
Supposing a mean velocity in one direction vx =

√
kT/2m

and using the eq. 16 we can estimate the occurance time τ of
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Upper panel. Thermal distribution of veloci-
ties of lithium atoms for T=600 K according to eq. 17. Lower panel.
Signal that will be detected in the case of velocity distribution dis-
played in the upper panel. The crossing angle θ=20◦ and laser pulse
parameter α=1026 s−2. The oscillations are result of sampling fre-
quency, the real inner oscillations are faster with frequency ωlg.

the first node as a function of the temperature

τ =
π
kx

√
m
k

1√
T
. (18)

It means that for measuring of velocity of particles with tem-
parature down to several tens of µK, we need a lifetime of an
excited state in the order of tens of µs and such long lifetimes
are characteristic for Rydberg states [32]. However in case
of high excited Rydberg states a short laser pulse addresses
many of them due to their energy spacing that decreases as
1/n3, so typically a superposition of states is excited. Never-
theless the superposition can be untangled by selective field
ionization, where Ramsey oscillations only of a single level
can be monitored.

In closing, the double transient grating method can offer
very high accuracy, since all of the key experimental vari-
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The expected position of the first node in the
signal of Ramsey fringes as function of temperature, when consider-
ing the thermal distribution of velocities given by eq. 17. The white
square corresponds to the node from Fig. 3.

ables: wavelength λ , crossing angle θ and time delay τ can be
controlled with very high precision. The current state of the
control of the time delay is on the subfemtosecond level [22].
The last crucial parameter is the clarity of the Ramsey fringes,
which will depend on the selected detection method and suc-
cessful suppresion of the noise signal.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the presented work we have proposed a new experimen-
tal scheme for double transient grating experiment, which can
serve as a velocity meter for particles in a gas phase. We deter-
mined the evolution of Ramsey fringes for an ensemble of par-
ticles with gaussian velocity distribution and with thermal dis-
tribution. We showed that the modulation of Ramsey fringes
envelope strongly reflected the main velocity in the system
and the width of the distribution. We believe that this method
can be directly applied for characterising of velocity distribu-
tion of particle beams and in case of particles with accessible
long-living excited state it will also display the temperature of
a cold quantum gas.
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